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the plague summary from litcharts the creators of sparknotes - the plague concerns an outbreak of bubonic plague in
the french algerian port city of oran sometime in the 1940s the first person narrator is unnamed but mostly follows dr
bernard rieux rieux notices the sudden appearance of dying rats around town and soon thousands of rats are coming out
into, the plague of doves summary supersummary - supersummary a modern alternative to sparknotes and cliffsnotes
offers high quality study guides that feature detailed chapter summaries and analysis of major themes characters quotes
and essay topics this one page guide includes a plot summary and brief analysis of the plague of doves by louise erdrich the
plague of doves by louise erdrichpresents events in both, the plague summary shmoop - from the title you know this book
is about a plague this particular plague happens in a algerian port town called oran in the 1940s the story is narrated to us
by an odd nameless narrator strangely obsessed with objectivity who tends to focus on a man named dr bernard rieux, the
plague summary enotes - the plague which propelled camus into international celebrity is both an allegory of world war ii
and a universal meditation on human conduct and community organized into five sections the
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